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Jet Analytics

Turn Data into
Insight Immediately
with Jet Analytics
Power BI’s stunning interface is
inexpensive, easy to install, and allows
users to plan and execute faster.

Ensure Consistent and
Accurate Analytics

Built for Your ERP and
Your Business

Establish a system of record that includes

Combine all of your data into a data

historical data and multiple data sources and

warehouse, customizable cubes, and Tabular

guarantees that everyone is using the same

Models to create a single source of truth to

information to run their reports.

underpin all your reporting and analytics.

> Data preparation, automation, and modeling

> Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and

for fast, consistent analytics
> Governed data that everyone in the business
can rely on
> Seamlessly connect and consolidate multiple
data sourcesfor one version of the truth
> Build shared dimension structures and
facilitate drill-across analysis
> Track data changes over time to enable

Supply Chain Management
> Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central
> Microsoft Dynamics AX
> Microsoft Dynamics NAV
> Microsoft Dynamics GP
> Connect and bring together an unlimited
number of additional SQL data sources

historical reporting
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Jet Analytics
Reduce Total Cost
of Ownership
User-friendly data preparation, automation, and
modeling tools to support all your reporting and
analytics needs.
> BI customization that is five times faster than
traditional BI methodology or manual coding
> Includes an unlimited number of users
> No SQL coding required, reducing your dependency
on experts or scarce third-party consultants
> Eliminates the need to understand the
underlying data structure
> Less risk, faster ROI

Enable Self-Service
Reporting and Analytics
Establish a system of record that includes
historical data and multiple data sources and
guarantees that everyone is using the same
information to run their reports.
> Gain valuable business insight from day one

> View data inside Excel or Microsoft Power BI
> Access dashboards and reports from any
web browser through the Jet Hub

Drive Reporting
Performance
Build cohesion and improve team output with
a complete data preparation, automation, and
modeling tool, and BI customization platform
that is five times faster than manual coding.

> Build and share dashboards within minutes

> Turnkey installation in hours, not months

> Extensive report and dashboard template library

> Pre-built OLAP cubes, Tabular Models, and a

“Since implementing Jet
Analytics, the company
has seen revenue growth
of over 32 percent.”
Mat Ealy

Kinsey’s Archery
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data warehouse
> Boost refresh times with star schemas,
Tabular Models and OLAP cubes
> Eliminate bottlenecks with ready-available
query evaluation and database performance
enhancing tools
> Leverage incremental refresh to optimize
systems usage
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Corporate BI and Reporting
From Anywhere
Jet Analytics Delivers Fast, Flexible Dashboards and Reports in
Excel, Power BI, and in the Browser

Get a Demo >

Jet Analytics

About insightsoftware

insightsoftware is a leading provider of financial reporting and
enterprise performance management software. We enable
the Office of the CFO to connect to and make sense of their

data in real time so they can proactively drive greater financial
intelligence across their organization.

More than 28,000 organizations worldwide rely on

insightsoftware’s portfolio of best-in-class reporting,
analytics, budgeting, forecasting, consolidation,
and tax solutions to provide them with

increased productivity, visibility, accuracy,
and compliance.
Learn more at

insightsoftware.com.
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